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weden until the late 1970s, but once it started, there was no stopping it. From
orth, the country was terrorized by roving bands of organized hoodlums. In 
ached unprecedented heights when one especially ruthless gang took control of
osely translated, meant “the naughty gents” – were at times worse than naughty. 
etropolitan constabulary feared for their safety when suddenly confronted by
ressed in camouflaged attire that allowed them to steal unseen through the city
t in the theft of haberdashery, the rascally rogues had in their possession more
 the time law enforcement closed in on the gang’s hideout. But by then, the
al endeavor equally nefarious. In the end, the gang’s success was its downfall.
ei and Bob – began to squabble over their attire. Sergei and Bob thought their
d saw it as a successful branding tool. But Hans and Inqvik, longing for a more 
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